
Meat Chopped meat, Meat Loaf, Special Cuttings

Multitank is the only RPP (Reusable Plastic packaging Container) with airtight lid.
It is ideal for storing and caring meat especially for intralogistics, between factories and process facilities.
Using in meat industry can replace the expensive stainless steel containers.
Multitank increases safety, traceability and reduce packaging and storing cost.
It can be used in very low temperatures (up to – 40oC). 
Cleaning is very easy and precise. Maximize Safety and decrease required capital for storage containers



Details and Features

4 x way entry Integrated pallet
800 x 600 mm,  FDA – BRC standard

Round Corners for easy cleaning
Internal design ensure easy and precise 
cleaning with a typical hand pressure 
machines.

Empty using Hydraulic Multi Dumper

Constructed totally from Stainless Steal AISI 
304, can be used for fast and safe emptying.

Raw Material High resistant
Multitank is constructed from High Impact Polypropylene.
All gaskets are from NBR Food Grade material.
Working Temperature -40oC – 50oC.
Multitank Meets FDA and BRC Standards.

Safety Seals - Traceability
3 x security points for all lids
4 x Label places
1 x RFID tag
Logo personalization
Counting or code embedded printing
Personalize color

Multi Washer

Constructed totally from Stainless Steal AISI 
304, can be used for fast and safe cleaning in 
just 180 seconds.



Load up to 15% more Net Drained Weight
In 40’ Ctr and Trucks

Save up to 75% storage space

2 x Multitank in dynamic stacking allowing two 
levels of loading in truck or Ctr

3 x Multitank in static stacking allowing reducing 
the required storage space.
Nesting empty Multitank.

Cost Saving

- Quality Control Time
- Handling Time
- Loading time for ready products
- Unloading Time for packaging material

Packaging Savings up to 50%

Multitank has the highest return ratio 6:1 
6 x Full loadings return in 1 x Empty
It is economical to return back the empty ones 
and reuse it for many times.

Long Term Asset

- 2 years Guaranty
- Minimum 7 years life time
- Asset Depreciation
- ISTA Transport Certification

Save incredible amounts of CO2 emissions

You can achieve your sustainability goals and 
improve the environmental profile.

Advantages


